
 

HOW THE SILICON VALLEY TECH MAFIA OPERATES TO DESTROY SOCIETY 

 

For example, speaking theoretically: Mark Zuckerberg tells David Plouffe to
change a law to help more homosexual men get access to public bathrooms
when they need release. David Plouffe tells six of his contacts that Mark wants
this done and says it in a way that makes it clear that Mark won't finance any
political campaigns that don't make this happen. One of the people that Plouffe
tells is Kent Walker, when he see's him at Cheesecake Factory in Palo Alto. Kent
is the head legal schemer at Google and a key watchdog in the Cartel activities.
Kent is like the Robert Duval Character in "The Godfather" movies. Kent passes
this on to Jared Birchell (who handles all of the dirty deed facades for Elon Musk
and...),  who is also keen to work for Google's Larry Page when, and if, Musk is
ever arrested for RICO and anti-trust violations. David Plouffe, at the same time,
gives a little talk at the 9th annual "Techonomy", pay-for-narcissm, TED-like
conference in Half Moon Bay, California where he talks to Venture Capitalist
John Chambers, the former CEO of Cisco who allowed the NSA to put hardware
surveillance bugs in every Cisco network router, and tells Chambers of the
grand homosexual bathroom plan. Chambers wonders if this applies to
corporate bathrooms and if this will allow tech CEO's to take young male
interns into corporate bathrooms with greater ease.

Next Plouffe calls his buddy Marc Elias and says: "Let's get this done because it
can swing some big Zucker-bucks into Hillary and Pete's political funds..."

Former president Barack Obama’s official campaign organization has directed
nearly a million dollars to the same law firm that funneled money to Fusion
GPS, the firm behind the infamous Steele dossier. Since April of 2016, Obama
For America (OFA) has paid over $972,000 to Perkins Coie, records filed with the
Federal Election Commission (FEC) show.

The Washington Post reported last week that Perkins Coie, an international law
firm, was directed by both the Democratic National Committee (DNC) and
Hillary Clinton’s campaign to retain Fusion GPS in April of 2016 to dig up dirt on
then-candidate Donald Trump. Fusion GPS then hired Christopher Steele, a
former British spy, to compile a dossier of allegations that Trump and his

https://www.fec.gov/data/committee/C00431445/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/clinton-campaign-dnc-paid-for-research-that-led-to-russia-dossier/2017/10/24/226fabf0-b8e4-11e7-a908-a3470754bbb9_story.html


campaign actively colluded with the Russian government during the 2016
election. Though many of the claims in the dossier have been directly refuted,
none of the dossier’s allegations of collusion have been independently verified.
Lawyers for Steele admitted in court filings last April that his work was not
verified and was never meant to be made public.

OFA, Obama’s official campaign arm in 2016, paid nearly $800,000 to Perkins
Coie in 2016 alone, according to FEC records. The first 2016 payments to
Perkins Coie, classified only as “Legal Services,” were made April 25-26, 2016,
and totaled $98,047. A second batch of payments, also classified as “Legal
Services,” were disbursed to the law firm on September 29, 2016, and totaled
exactly $700,000. Payments from OFA to Perkins Coie in 2017 totaled $174,725
through August 22, 2017.

FEC records as well as federal court records show that Marc Elias, the Perkins
Coie lawyer whom the Washington Post reported was responsible for the
payments to Fusion GPS on behalf of Clinton’s campaign and the DNC, also
previously served as a counsel for OFA. In Shamblin v. Obama for America, a
2013 case in federal court in Florida, federal court records list Elias as
simultaneously serving as lead attorney for both OFA and the DNC. Marc see's
VC Steve Jurvetson that nighty at a socialite event and asks Jurvetson what he
thinks about it because Jurvetson hosts Silicon Valley sex parties that Elon Musk
attends. Jurvetson says he will discuss it with Musk. Jurvetson talks to Musk
about it the next day and Musk says: "...since it involves sex, I better ask my buddy
Jeffrey Epstein. He both runs a sex cult and finances Hillary. He parties with Harvey
Weinstein, too, who also does those two things..." 

...and on, and on, it goes...

Within 48 hours, Zuckerberg's bathroom request on behalf of Zuck's gay male
friends has tsunami-ed into a political scheme that over 300 insiders, who each
make over a million dollars a year from the stock market and covert fee blow-
back of such schemes, are pushing ahead.

At the same moment that Zuckerberg issued his bathroom directive to Plouffe,
in Bakersfield, California, Andrea Smith makes an announcement to her PTA
group that the PTA group that something "should be done" to stop
homosexuals from being able to take young boys into public bathrooms. Even
the whole PTA audience yells "Yeah, Yes!!!" in one loud voice, nothing more ever
happens about it because the Bakersfield PTA does not have a nationwide

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/attorney-for-trump-lawyer-refutes-russian-collusion-claims-in-dossier/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/apr/25/christopher-steele-admits-dossier-charge-unverifie/
http://www.cnn.com/2017/05/02/politics/donald-trump-spy-dossier/index.html
https://www.fec.gov/files/legal/murs/current/116378.pdf
https://www.law360.com/cases/523b5efead5511081f00a15b


network of political manipulators that operates like a mob cartel and that
includes sex as a bribe perk.

All of the insiders in the first example loudly proclaim that they are not a
"Cartel" and they are not "The Deep State". But they are. They are like the
alcoholic or meth addict who violently proclaim that they do not have an
addiction. Their denial and delusion is so epic that is verges on madness.

 

In just three short months it was determined that Timothy Draper’s dream of
six Californias will remain just that, a dream.  (Poor Timmy). I still say you and all
your chums should just Lord of the Rings- it- away from the rest of us, you
konw, as a public service?

Tim Drapers campaign

 

Yes, I know it’s “halt & catch fire” but in light of the delusions of
billionaire Timothy Draper’s “Let’s Make CA Six States” it might be time to just set
fire to Silicon Valley.  Wow they really make The Sociopathic Business
Model™ come to life, don’t they?

A long-shot effort to break California into six separate states got a boost on
Monday, when the billionaire venture capitalist behind the proposal said he
had gathered enough signatures to place it on the ballot in two years.

Timothy Draper, a founder of a Silicon Valley-based venture capital firm that
has invested in Twitter, Skype and Tesla, among other companies, has been
agitating for months for a ballot initiative to chop the most populous U.S.
state into smaller entities.

“It’s important because it will help us create a more responsive, more
innovative and more local government, and that ultimately will end up
being better for all of Californians,” said Roger Salazar, a spokesman for the
campaign. “The idea … is to create six states with responsive local
governments – states that are more representative and accountable to
their constituents.”

http://valleywag.gawker.com/unfortunately-for-silicon-valleys-slobbering-pursuit-of-1634814787
https://www.killingmycareer.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Tim-Drapers-campaign.png
http://news.yahoo.com/billionaires-breakup-plan-chop-california-six-states-012144464.html
https://www.killingmycareer.com/the-sociopathic-business-model/


VCs and founders are often complaining the government is slowing down
innovation; and, in my former industry I think we can see what happens when
short cuts are taken people die or suffer for the rest of their lives.

Permission to be lawless because someone’s made billions isn’t grounds for
justification for this “campaign.”  Let’s remember Bitcoin wanted nothing to do
with the government until it ran into to trouble and then it ran to mommy.  Just
like the banking industry, auto industry and eventually where this state fiasco
will end up, back on the tax payers both federal and state.

May I suggest that Sean Parker, Mark Zuckerberg, Peter Thiel and Tim Draper
all pull their billions and go buy an island or planet and live where they can Lord
of the Flies it together; but, the last thing our corrupt government needs are
any more corrupt or delusional billionaires in politics. Yeah we’ve got that one
covered already.

The-Sociopathic-Business-Model™

 

Tags:

#KeepZuckTheFuckOutOfPolitics#NoCrazyVCsInPolitics#NoStartupFoundersInP
oliticsHalt and Set Fire to Making CA Six StatesJennifer ChausseeKeep Mark
Zuckerberg out of PoliticsKeep Peter Thiel out of PoliticsKeep Sean Parker out
of PoliticsTech Bubble PoppedTimothy DraperYahooNews
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AngryAboutBallotFraud

Reply

Did you know that some of the heaviest hitters who were circulating this
petition committed fraud? There were a lot of honest people gathering, but
ones who were willing to lie were paid extra. I have proof in the form of
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complaints that some people were being paid more than the street price. Mike
Arno is scum, and he hires scum and felons. Proof:
http://www.pinterest.com/amouse1347/bad-actors-in-the-political-world/ 
If Arno not only fails to screen his employees for felonies and fraudulent
behavior, but actually goes out of his way to hire and prop up criminals, is he
not responsible for the misrepresentation?
http://norauner.com/2013/11/10/more-on-the-company-rauner-hired-to-get-
petition-signatures/comment-page-1/ 
http://norauner.com/2013/12/10/more-on-rauners-petition-circulating-
company/

Melayna Lokosky

Reply

Thank you for sharing the sites. Anyone looking to get around the law usually
has broken it once or twice before without any deterring factors to prevent it
from happening again-so rinse and repeat. Thanks for pointing me in this
direction.

When a venture capital-funded startup ignores valid claims of sexism, racism
and retaliation, it should serve as a warning to employees that they are more
than likely being deceived on myriad other fronts, and are being fed
inconsistent and contradictory information about what’s expected of them and
what the company wants to achieve. The confusion is created by design. Bad
employers will purposely create an environment of elitism or exclusionary
behavior giving the employee the false sense that they’re more talented than
their peers or their competition in the industry. This lulls employees into
thinking they are unique, not knowing that the employers create such as
environment to keep employees in line so that they can eventually insult,
demean, threaten and intimidate employees into engaging in unethical and or
illegal activity. This is for one purpose: profits. The venture capitalist’s return on
investment (ROI) is usually eight to 10 times the the initial investment in
roughly three to five years.

CEnO — as in there’s NO way this person should be a CEO — is a
grossly under-qualified, easily manipulated venture capital-funded
startup CEO, willing to break the law on behalf of investors while
threatening and intimidating employees or anyone else who
challenges fraud or refuses to “drink the Kool-Aid.” Those threats and

http://www.pinterest.com/amouse1347/bad-actors-in-the-political-world/
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https://www.killingmycareer.com/uncategorized/halt-set-fire-to-silicon-valley-delusions-of-a-vc-edition-timothy-draper/?replytocom=8590#respond


intimidation often extend to the point of termination or industry
burning of the employee who dares speak up.

Thomas Prescott testified at Acclarent Criminal trial

All that’s left is for is for the VCs to carefully select an under-qualified, easily
manipulated CEO, who is so grateful and eager to prove they can get the
investor their ROI quickly that they’re willing execute fraud on their behalf.
Those CEOs will, in turn, hire equally under-qualified executives to ensure the
plan is executed properly.

The plan is through false projections give the appearance of hypergrowth to as
means to overinflate the valuation which is fraud.

As part of this manipulation, startups will knowingly and willfully omit factual
information, allowing them to make decisions without employees, consumers
or even the government from knowing critical details. This is all carefully crafted
at the venture capital (VC) level, where executives of these firms arrogantly
boast about the number of board positions they hold on startups — people I
refer to as #BoardWhores.  Thomas Prescott, Chairman of the EarLens Board
since January 2016, was quick to come to the defense of the company’s CEO
Bill Facteau during his recent federal criminal trial that resulted in 10
convictions, arrogantly, when leaving the stand walking past the jury, Prescott
gave Facteau a “thumbs up”.

Hank Plain EarLens Board at Acclarent Criminal trial 2

Hank Plain, an EarLens Board member, and an Acclarent “board member
on the deal committee that successfully negotiated the $785 million dollar
acquisition of Acclarent by Johnson & Johnson,” also came to the defense of
EarLens CEO Bill Facteau during his criminal trial that resulted in 10 convictions.
Plain boasted under direct questioning from Leo Cunningham of Wilson,
Sonsini, Goodrich and Rosati, that he (Plain) held roughly 18 board positions
throughout his career and testified that he made millions on the Acclarent
acquisition. Plain also testified he currently has between $9-10 million in
venture capital invested in EarLens.
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#BoardWhores+

#GodsOfFrauds

 

The Sociopathic Business Model™  is a three month in-office human resource,
management accountability & legal strategic consulting program designed to
teach corporations, government agencies and law firms how to:  protect
employees from workplace abuse, protect consumers & patients from harm or
death, while reducing employee turnover & costly lawsuits by creating an
ethical, safe, and abusive-free work environment.

The Sociopathic Business Model™ strategic consulting program is based
physically in Phoenix, AZ, with capabilities of working world-wide and can be
reached at melaynalokosky @ gmail dot com

 

False projections manipulate the appearance of hypergrowth for an
overvaluation which is fraud.

https://www.killingmycareer.com/fairy-tales/#panel-0
https://www.killingmycareer.com/fairy-tales/#panel-1
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When a company ignores valid claims of sexism, racism and retaliation which
triggers or is a red flag that the company 
is likely engaged in far greater unethical and or illegal behavior and the primary
reason that venture capital-funded startups:

  Underperform post-IPO or acquisition
  Non-Executive employee lay-offs post IPO or acquisition
  Consumers report more injuries
  Shareholders lose money
  Taxpayers foot the bill for fraud
  Venture capitalists shift blame without taking accountability for fraud
 they funded and are free to encourage, replicate and are rewarded in the



billions

This formula, I’ve coined as The Sociopathic Business Model™,  is very
unremarkable & very common, despite what the #BoardWhores &
#GodsOfFrauds of Silicon Valley would have the rest of the world believing.   in
part what I experienced and exposed while working for the startup Acclarent.
 This is also why I’m confident that my whistleblower case, which took the
billion dollar blinders off and exposed the seedy secret of false projections to
give the appearance of hypergrowth for overvaluations in venture capital,
proved that the “bubble” popped as far back as 2008.

As a result we’ll see venture capital-funded startups:

  Coming in at much lower valuations than projected
  Almost no IPOs and all acquisitions
  Earlier government intervention as a means to prevent fraud
  Executives arrested, indicted and convicted

The Sociopathic Business Model™ gives rise for the need to help employees,
consumers, patients, shareholders & taxpayers identify pathological
 corporate abuse/fraud, that’s encouraged, replicated & rewarded in today’s
business model.  Unrepentant, pathological fraud observed from venture
capital funded startups to IPOs to conglomerates to our government must be
exposed through #Forced Accountability by either traditional legal remedy
or by use of media/social media exposing the corrupt company’s own
negative truth. A company’s own self-damaged image is tied to profit; and,
profit loss can force the abusive company to create positive change,  which
could prevent future fraud and turn injured victims of corporate abuse into
empowered survivors.

The Sociopathic Business Model™ Checklists-->
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